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S’kapade News: Keeping in Touch - Autumn 2016
To all our valued clients…
As the weather begins to
cool down and the
leaves turn a crisp shade
of orange, we once again
welcome another
change of season. The
girls at S’kapade Hair & Beauty are waiting to help you
make Autumn 2016 your best season yet! Following an
extremely eventful summer the girls at S’kapade are
busier than ever, all thanks to you our loyal customers.
The girls have loved meeting new clients, and catching
up with those of you who have been with us through
the years. As summer comes to an end we hope to ease
you into autumn with fabulous hair.

Congratulations Christina!
We would like to congratulate our very talented hair stylist Christina on
her engagement to her now fiancé Trevor. We wish that your future is
bright and filled to overflowing with the richest blessings. May your love
grow each day as your wedding approaches, and may you live a lifetime
together in happiness and joy!

Don’t Forget! S’kapade Hair & Beauty offers facial waxing,
eyebrow tinting and make up!
The girls at S’kapade will not only give you a fabulous hairstyle, but also keep
your eyebrows looking as good as ever! We offer eyebrow waxing and
tinting, and upper lip waxing. You can relax at the basin while one team
member tends to your hair and another keeps your eyebrows looking
gorgeous! The girls are also very talented with make up, and can glam you up
for any formal event. How exciting that S’kapade is now a one-stop shop
when it comes to hair and beauty! Waxing and makeup bookings must be
made in advance.

The 5 biggest hair colour trends of 2016!
Dip Dye: Dip-dyed hair has been trendy for a couple years now and with the number
of celebrities who are still sporting this color trend on the rise and it seems this trend
isn't going to die anytime soon. Bright hues, pastels and the popular "ombre"
gradient shading are all popular hair colors. If you want to try a coloured dip dye but
don’t want the actually dye your hair, the girls can colour it with hair chalk!
Ronze: An updated take on bronde for blondes, this hair color trend is made for redheads.
Ronze is a mixture of copper red and bronze brown. It works well on all complexions. For
those with fair skin you'll want a more vibrant undertone, and those with darker skin will
want a warm amber tone to complement your skin tone. Chat with one of our talented
stylists to find the right tone for your complexion.

Babylights: While the name sounds a little silly, this colour has been extremely
popular in 2016. Babylights are a great way to introduce highlights and dimensions
into the hair. They are super easy to maintain with very little upkeep and a natural
grow out. While it works on any shade, blondes really benefit from this colour as it
gives blonde hair a big pop.
Rainbow Hair: Rainbow hair is still all the rage, and looks like it will be for a long time.
Coloured hair is something you have to try at least once, it is just so much fun! It can make
you feel brighter as a person, and can literally brighten any situation! You will be the talk
of the party, and feel fabulous!

Bronde: "Bronde," is a term inspired by blondes who want to go dark, but not too dark. It
became a big hair color trend in summer 2015 and is carrying strong into 2016, as it's a
nice blend of hues for the colder weather ahead. This color is perfect for those who want
a change but isn’t ready to give up blonde. Talk to one of our talented stylists to find the
perfect shade of ‘bronde’ for you!

Get it in the sale!
We are offering a massive saving on all our GHD straighteners…
$40 off! Don't miss out on this amazing deal. This sale will only
last while we have GHDs in stock, so come into the salon to grab
one before they are all sold out! GHD straighteners make a
perfect gift for someone, or are a great treat for you! Classic &
Max GHDs available!

Product of the month!
NAKs Repl-ends leave in moisturizer is a daily leave-in detangler and cuticle
sealer. Like all of NAKs products this moisturizer sulphates and paraben free.
This product is made to condition and moisturize all types of hair. It is ideal for
long hair and provides thermal, mechanical and UV protection as well as added
body and shine. It also helps to reduce split ends and is super easy to use! All

you need to do is apply to towel-dried hair and leave-in or use to refresh hair in between cleansing.
Speak to one of the friendly girls at S’kapade and they can point you in the direction of this amazing
product! This product is perfect for you to use at home, and also makes an awesome gift for someone
you love! And it gets even better! Until the end of April, when you purchase a NAK repl-ends
moisturizer you will receive a shampoo, conditioner and treatment sample sachet! That is a fantastic
deal, so grab it will it lasts!

What bangs are right for you?
Are you thinking about taking the plunge and getting
the bangs you have dreamed of for ages, but aren’t
sure how they will look on your face? Well here is a
guaranteed way of checking what will look good on
you! As we move into winter, adding some bangs to
your hairstyle not only adds extra volume and shape,
but also keeps your forehead warm! Winter is the best
time to try out new bangs. Trying to upkeep bangs in
the summer heat is an absolute mission, but in winter
you minus the sweat and humidity and get perfect
bangs!
Square face shape: Eye-grazing bangs are the best style
for those with more of a square shaped face. If you have a square face, you have angular features,
which means jaw is almost as wide as your cheekbones.
The best bangs for you are long, side-swept bangs that
graze the brows. They should hit just below the brow but
be longer on the sides. The key to your perfect bangs is to
ensure that the bangs are tapered on the sides and are
longer than they are above the brow.
Heart shaped face: If you have a heart-shaped face, your
forehead tends to be wider than your jawline and your
chin comes to a distinct point. Your goal is to balance out the bottom of your face with the top of it and
to downplay your pointed chin. Avoid wide blunt bangs. These will highlight your forehead. The best
cut for you is long side-swept bangs. These sweep
down below the chin and therefore sweep the eye
down.
Round face shape: If you have a round face, the
width of your cheeks is the same as your jaw. This is
the same as the square face shape except for one
thing: your jaw is soft, not angular. Because of the
softness of your face, your goal is to create some angles and make your face appear longer. Thick,
wispy bangs are the best bet for this shape of face. The secret to wispy bangs is in the curve of them.
They should be longer on the sides and shorter in the
middle. This gives your soft features a bit of angle.
Oval face shape: Oval shaped faces look great with
most bangs! So why not try a few and find your
favourite?
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Bring a friend!
We want your experience at our salon to be one that is filled with happiness
and fun. So why not bring along a friend next time you come in to get your
hair done? The two – or three! – of you can sit together, relax and catch up
on the latest gossip all whilst being pampered by our incredible team. In our
busy world it is often difficult to catch up with friends. So why not make the
most of the time you will be spending in the salon? It is the perfect time to sit
down and have a coffee with a friend. And you can both leave looking and
feeling fabulous!

Some deals* for you, our loyal customers!

*All specials valid until June 30th 2016

As we close this season’s newsletter, we would once again like to thank you for
your continued loyalty and support. We hope that your journey with S’Kapade
Hair and Beauty is a long one, filled with laughter, happiness, and beautiful
hair!
Lesley, Bruce, and the fabulous S’Kapade Team.

